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The Cashless Future

» Quisk Middle East

Peek into the future of transactions
POS terminals, we allow customers with any
type of phone to enter their mobile number
and PIN at any Quisk-enabled POS. Where
business owners do not have a POS today, we
allow any merchant to convert a connected
feature phone, smartphone, tablet, or
e-commerce platform into a mobile mPOS to
securely accept a digital cash payment. Where
a wallet may have a range of card or accountbased funding sources, we can link to any
source of funds, and enable customers to cash
in or cash out from a Quisk-enabled ATM,
POS terminal, merchant agent, and more.

Quisk challenges mobile
money technologies of
today with a universal cash
solution, says Managing
Director Ziad Alshobaki
There are many competing mobile money
technologies today; what makes Quisk
unique?
We’ve designed a solution that we think is
simpler for customers to use, that for the first
time makes it possible to digitally move
money using any device an account holder is
most comfortable with — be it a phone, tablet,
or computer.
In practice, this means Quisk is not a system
designed for a single bank, handset type, or
level of customer, but one that is multi-issuer,
enables payments from or to any feature
phone user as easily as from or to a new
smartphone, and one that allows the broadest
range of transaction types to be supported via
integrations to the widest range of connected
devices. This is fundamentally different than
other mobile money apps or device-specific
systems, but we think our simpler solution is
the smarter one.
How does Quisk compare to a wallet, such as

What’s next for Quisk as a payment type?

Ziad Alshobaki, Managing Director, Quisk EMEA

the initiative of the UAE Banks Federation?
We’re not a wallet, and don’t compete with
them. In my opinion, we extend the
functionality of wallets.
Where a wallet might allow contactless
NFC payments from a smartphone to some

We are currently demonstrating our live
Quisk ecosystem to forward-thinking
financial institutions across the Gulf, and
talking about how a universal digital cash
solution can transform and add value across
every aspect of our economy.
To banks, a next-generation of payments
captures new transaction volumes and
customers. To merchants, we can reduce
losses and theft and increase customer
purchasing power — at fees lower than cardbased competitors. Finally, to people
everywhere we are delivering a new, secure,
and more affordable way to pay.
We’re excited to be a part of a technology
that is working to enable a smarter, happier,
and more digital future.

» Mahindra Comviva

Nurturing cashless
finance needs
Mahindra Comviva features a
portfolio of comprehensive
digital financial solutions for
banks, financial institutions
and telecom operators

Kaustubh Kashyap, Vice-President,
Middle East and North Africa, Mahindra Comviva

Mahindra Comviva is a global leader in digital
financial and prepaid domain, with over 130
deployments in 55-plus countries and serves
over one billion consumers. It offers
comprehensive digital financial solutions for
the issuing and acquiring side of banks and
businesses of financial institutions. In the
Middle East, Mahindra Comviva has enabled
over 10-plus banks, telecom operators and
financial aggregators to facilitate digital

financial services.
On issuing side, mobiquity® Wallet offers a
feature-rich mobile wallet for consumers and a
robust and flexible platform for service
providers and their partners. It leverages NFC
(HCE), BLE, QR Codes, biometrics, geo fencing
and sound based payments enhancing the
digital payment experience for consumers.
On acquiring side, payPLUS empowers
bank’s or acquirer’s merchant partners with a
unified payment acceptance platform that
enables acceptance of any payment
instrument (such as cards, digital wallets,
mVisa, etc.) across any channels (such as instore, app, web or physical), thereby
significantly reducing barriers to adoption of
new technologies to acquire merchants and
enable cashless transactions.

» ENOC

Boosting digital
payments
ENOC shifts cashless technology into higher
gear through several key innovations
ENOC has changed the way we refuel our cars thanks to the Vehicle
Identification Pass (ViP), which is a securely encoded electronic
security tag mounted near the fuel tank. It features Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) technology that authorises and tracks every
fuel transaction and enables instant recognition of registered
vehicles and customers. The innovative technology, which promises
a completely automated and paperless system, allows the nozzle to
automatically recognise fuelling preferences set for the vehicle,
calculate the amount of fuel filled from the dispenser and deduct
money automatically from the individual’s ViP account.
The service was launched for corporates in 2014 and for individuals
in 2016. ENOC is the only network in the UAE to have this technology
installed across its entire network.
ENOC was also the first station in the UAE to accept mobile
payment for fuelling. In partnership with Beam Wallet and
Masterpass, using Beacons on site, they have enabled customers to
pay with their mobile phones for fuelling without having to leave the
comfort of their vehicles.
Beam uses Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Beacons at the stations to
enable the payment transaction. This is the first time in the world that
BLE Beacons have been used in this way in the fuel retailing business.
Mobile payment has also been extended to Samsung Pay and the new
Dubai Smart Government App called ‘Dubai Now’.
Determined to take cashless transactions from the future to the
present, ENOC also recently announced the launch of the new
proprietary payment app, ENOC Pay launching in Q3. The new app
will consolidate the payment method across all the business divisions
of ENOC. Through ENOC Pay, customers can settle the payments for
a diverse range of fuel and non-fuel offerings within their network of
fuel stations, ZOOM stores, AutoPro service centres and even ZOOM
services such as DEWA bill fulfilments, mobile phone recharge, etc.
Furthermore, they have introduced PIN-less credit/debit card
transactions earlier this year at all service stations to make refuelling
easier and faster. The central bank has endorsed this initiative as the
first of its kind for a fuel retailer in the country.
This ensures that customers will no longer be required to enter their
PIN numbers while paying for fuel, thus reducing waiting times at
ENOC and EPPCO service stations. The initiative also fulfils a longstanding customer demand to stay in the car during card payments
and retain confidentiality of their PIN numbers. The limit for the PINless and paperless transaction is Dh300 for VISA cards and up to
Dh100 for MasterCard cards.

